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Abstract This paper tries to support young children regarding their understanding about planets such as Sun, Moon and our planet by using technology, particularly through three-dimensional virtual environments, which whom are in primary school at the second stage, can have an early understanding about the shape of the Sun, Moon, and Earth, and the relationship among them, how the moon seems to change shape and how it occurs, phenomenon of day and night, through the use of vision of 3D holograms. 3D hologram vision system may be an effective tool for the teaching on various topics, like astronomy, which interpreted the relationships between objects in Aerospace. Presently, From other hand the Indiana state standards toward science education does not refer or suggest to the learning of this area and concepts for phenomenon of astronomy clearly, before fourth stage. So far, we expect our findings indicates that the students can learn from the previous these concepts in their learning lives with the implementation of these technologies. In addition the expect that these techniques could happen revolution and a quantum leap in education and raising the ability and cognition in children regarding in the understanding of scientific topics.
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1. Introduction & Background

These phenomena were mentioned in Al -Quran with Soorat al Yassin in verses (36 -40)."A token unto them is night. We strip it of the day, and lo! They are in darkness. (37) And the sun runneth on unto a resting-place for him. That is the measuring of the Mighty, the Wise. (38) And for the moon We have appointed mansions till she return like an old shrivelled palm-leaf. (39) It is not for the sun to overtake the moon, nor doth the night outstrip the day. They float each in an orbit". Proceeding from these, there are powerful arguments of developmentally occasion practice theories and maturations of the beliefs that young children cannot understand and increase more scientific notions, because of the limitation in their thinking abilities [1]. A few researchers maintain that immature children are not able to give an explanation about the astronomical phenomenon or ideas [2, 3]. Children can so less scientifically correct explanation of the association between the moons, sun, and earth. From other hand, there is a strong impetus in order to increase the knowledge, awareness and learning of mathematics in elementary schools as described in state standards for mathematics, science and technology. As well, with the perspective of social constructivism in the curriculum, many researchers have noted for, the children are below the age preschool may be able to find out some of the scientific concepts [4]. With the cooperation, modeling and scaffolds. Software and images videos which mostly used particularly in support young children's understanding of the relationship between the earth, and, moon sun. To teach young children about the world and the things in the atmosphere, is that there is no possibility for children to fully understand that these are 3D Holograms Vision objects in the videos. Because they do not see the judiciously of things. Occasionally, as well, after teaching, students may acquire new misconceptions about the sun, moon and earth, like orbits, forms, and relationships among each one. May be due to of these limitations, Indiana State standards for learning of astronomy in the second stage (2010) refers to the scope of learning about astronomy in the second stage most be confined as rationalizing by the following cases on the website of learning standard. (Through these years, learning about objects in the sky should be fully monitored and qualitative, for children a far cry from willing to understand the quantities involved or the meaning out of the interpretations, First, students must get describing and noticing, what the sky seems like to them at various times. If they able, for instance, monitor the cases of the moon, and how it seems to change its shape, Although it
is too early to label all the moon phases and a lot too soon to show them) [5, 6].

2. A Glance about the Study

By using technology, particularly through 3D virtualized environments, are these capabilities to help out young children in their awareness and understanding of the moon, sun and earth in terms of shapes. Three dimension technologies have already captured, the young student's attention in contexts of leisure such as video games and television. And we wonder what might present three dimensional visualization for young students in school education, especially in learning about the moon, sun, and earth, in science lessons for children. This study conducted in primary school in Iraq in KI City, Malaysia.

3. Questions of Research

With a multidisciplinary team consisting of the early kid instructor, computer scientist, Science instructor. We investigate whether or not; younger kids perceive the forms of outer space and relationship among them (earth, sun and moon), after they are supported by active exploration via 3D hologram vision system, in an urban school context. We particularly try to search these questions of research:

1. Can these techniques help kids to understand?
   1.1 Phenomena of seasons why and how happen?
   1.2 Why the appearance of the moon and its shape always changing?
   1.3 Are our kids having ideas about the shapes of earth, sun and moon?
2. The kids in the second stage of elementary schools, are they able to enhance and increase their study results and awareness regarding their learning in school?

4. Previous Study

4.1 Virtual reality systems of 3D holograms vision

New developments in the field of information technology, empowerment capability computer graphics to create photos is more real, In contrast to conventional two dimension display devices. The 3D hologram device uses two images from the same place that is captured from little bit different corners or perspectives, by using specifically designed glasses, each eye picks up at various pictures from two overlapping pictures. Brain of human combines two pictures in one picture especially that permit us to understand in depth. Probably as a result of the high price of holograms vision has been used principally in technology areas within the past. Build a realistic three dimension hologram virtualized environments (VE) In the previous time was exclusively to the research centers for high visibility calculations, and automaker the design of the prototype, and defense-related firms for treatment and training [7]. On the other hand, the developments and advancements in computer technology significantly, which is utilized for representation the hologram images. By using the latest scientific advances in computers, so one can even create virtualized environments on the PC that can be displayed in 3D-compatible screens and projectors.

4.2 Primary education and 3D imaging

From the last previous studies, we noticed an insufficiency of studies specializing in the employment of virtualized environments, mainly utilizing 3D stereoscopy with younger youngsters in numerous academic contexts. A smaller number of studies exploring ways 3D models can support school learning for children in primary school. Some researcher found that six graders rated the utilization of a multi-representative construction model as ease of use, useful, and helpful in determination pure mathematics issues [12]. Study in a European country that explored the utilization of the virtual surroundings within the context of a virtual interactive fantasy tale referred to as Magic house in thirteen grade school children's creative writing and motivation in skill learning has created positive results as expressed by teachers and students [13]. The researchers also developed a marine 3D virtual museum of science education in primary schools of interest to strengthen the students' motivation to learn, especially because of the visual effects, and model-based learning game [14]. Lastly, the goal of the study is to develop a 3D virtualized environment model named moon and sun System with 100 fourth graders, and Depending on the best students through their academic level and their grades in the previous, So that the student's level is the standard [15].

4.3 Astronomy Education with Virtual Reality Systems (VRS)

Three dimensional vision is a perfect resource to learn
subjects as astronomy learning that shows the relationship among objects in three dimensions in outer space. There are many researchers assisted the impacts of virtual reality systems for astronomy learning in the class [16]. They carried out, the virtualized environment simulation of the solar system in order to improve Students' understanding in terms of concepts of astronomy. Additionally, empirical studies have shown that held by the primary school, secondary school and undergraduate students; improve learning outcomes and participants expressed favorable opinions on the suggested regulations [17]. Moreover in these studies with the virtual environment, students' perceptions of the outer space associated with planets. Also other astronomical objects shown to them have a smaller number of wrong concepts after instructions and mentality styles; seem more accuracy in scientific aspects [18]. We hope, similar outcome will be seen from our research using this technology in the primary stage.

5. Methodologies

5.1 Model System Configuration

Our group in this study is on the right way to develop software for visualizing 3D model and particular spectacles to surveillance the Planets in outer space like the moon, sun and our planet (the earth) in an environment of VR in Classes. To accomplish this system we are adopting some programs and tools such as Java programming, object-oriented graphics rendering engine (OGRE) and SketchUp for modeling the objects of planetary with many multimedia means. So it was constructed as a model system that displays a solar system. The users can move in astronomical Photo in the stereoscopic seeing by using altos tools and many techniques such as 2 monitors, and 120 Hz three D Samsung Sync Master LCD Monitor, NVIDIA GeForce 3D view Kit counting wireless active cover up or shutter spectacles and infrared emitter USB-based synchronize. We work to promote the realistic of the virtual environment also to develop and enhance the mechanisms of the Communication and interaction axiom for students in early childhood education. Systems will completion of the project photo by using a short throw DLP the viewer that Allows students to understand and experience the stereoscopic 3 D images using cheap 3D spectacles of polarized.

5.2 The Application

We will work together with second stage schoolroom academics to make the science classes so as to implement three dimensions technology. The timeline of the analytical study is just about 2-3 weeks of instruction in appointing science lessons. Students are shown an enormous screen as they're additionally given three dimensions spectacles to watch the planets such as the Moon, Sun, and Earth, as well as their interactions with each other Students are going to be ready to explore the software package and manipulate objects within the sky in little teams. Therefore, they'll either be within the position of the audience, or participators. The scholars can still observe, manipulate, and find out about the interactions and therefore the relationships between the Sun, Earth, and Moon with the guidance of the teacher.

6. Evaluations

Pre and post interviews with students are conducted as a way of qualitatively measuring and detecting their information regarding the interactions and therefore the relationships among the three planets, and exploring their attitudes and motivation towards science learning. Students’ college work, specifically writing and drawing items are collected, coded, and quantified to assess the impact of the intervention. A suitable instrument to measure students’ motivation and attitude in respect of science learning is a questionnaire, to reach and achieve this goal.

7. Conclusions

In this study and analysis we have a tendency to propose that it would be doable for younger youngsters to find out regarding the Sun, Moon, and Earth, notably their shapes, the connection among them, like night and day, Moon’s ever-changing look and seasons with the assistance of three dimensions (3D) visual image. Therefore, this analysis hypothesizes that second stage or graders will have associate understanding concerning the form of the Moon, Sun, and Earth, as well day and night happen, and the way the Moon changes its shapes earlier in their study live if they're ready to imagine their movement in an exceedingly 3D VE. The choice of emphasize on an urban low attainment school aligns with our goal in research providing children from disbenefits communities with each opportunity to use new Imagination technologies in their education. This point of view will also help us customize and determine whether supporting children’s school learning with these new technologies also enhancing their motivation and self efficiency as new successful learners. In our outcomes point to that learners can learn these concepts earlier in their educational lives easily with the applications of such technologies, we think these technologies could reconstruction ideas when these concepts could be learn children and greater broaden our thinking about children’s cognitive and upgrade their knowledge and capacities in understanding scientific concepts.
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